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I 3. ASITNACT

A four-month study that demonstrated the feasibility of training dogs to -
search for and locate human casualties under conditions that might exist in
the aftermath of man-made or natural disasters was conducted as a j,' nt
project by the U. S. .rmy Land Warfare Laboratory and the U. S. Army Infantry

* School. Four body re iovery teanms, each consisting of a dog and its handler,
were trained to search in mud, water, rubble of demolished buildings, witecked
vehicles, and in sanitary fills and dumps for simulated human casualties. A
training odor source, consisting of a mixture of macerated sub-human primate
tissues, was used to mark the simulated human casualties. Training procedures
utilized food as the primary reinforcer. At the conclusion of the study the
four body recovery teams were placed in a stand-by status at Fort Benning
on a maintenance training schedule., The teams are available for employment
by civilian as well as by military authorities in the event of a disaster.
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ABSTRACT I
A four-month study that demonstrated the feasibility of training

dogs to search for and locate human casualties under conditions that
* might exist in the aftermath of man-made or natural disasters was

conducted as a joint project by the U. S. Army Land Warfare Laboratury
and the U. S, Army Infantry School. Pour body recovery t,ama, ý.ach

S "consisting of a dog and its handler, were trained to search in mud, water,
rubble of demolished buildings, wrecks. vehicles, and in sanitary fills
and dumps for simulated human casualties. A training odor source,
consisting of a mixture of macerated sub-human primate tissues, was used
to mark the simulated human casualties. Training procedures utilized
food as the primary reinforcer. At the conclusion of the study the four
body recovery teams were placed in a stand-by status at Fozt Benning

*.r V. on a maintenance training schedule. The teams are available for employ-
.•, ment by civilian as well as by military authorities in the event of a

disaster.
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FOREWORD

The joint USAIML-USAIS study described in this report was conducted
under ULL Task 03-B-73, Body P covery Dog. The LWL Task Officer and
junior author of this report, Mr. Nick Montanarelli, provided overall
coordination of the project and technical assistance to the USAIS Military
Dog Detachment. Th= senior author, CPT Woodrow L. Quinn, Jr., of the
Military Dog Detachmzent, supervised the training program at Fort Benning.
Funding required for travel and for the procurement of non-standard
training materials was provided by IWL.

Succees-.ul completion of this project was due in large part to the

cooperation, interest and high level of professional competence of the
following members of the Military Dog Detachment, USAIS, Fort Benning,
GA: LTC RobertLomax, Jr., Commanding Officer; SSG's Donald Matheson,
Jesse C. Hicks, and Alphonso G. Bolden; and SGT's Delmas R. Shipman
and Michael A. Rice.
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INTRODUCTION

It ha's been determined within the Military Dog Program that it is
both feasible and desirable to train military dogs for one or more
secondary tasks. With the Army reverting to a "peacetime" status,
multiple utilization of resources becomes necessary. Further, t'he
concept of adapting combat-oriented systems to peacetime and civil
assistance applications is common during such periods as this.

BACKGROUND.

In June 1972 elements of the Military Dog Detachment of the U. S.
Army Infantry School were alerted for possible deployment to the flood
disaster area of Rapid City, South Dakota. This organization had engaged
in a similar mission ini Mississippi following Hurricane Camille in 1969.
Subsequently it was suggested by one of the authors (Mr. M.ntanare.lli)

* that a number of infantry tactical dogs (scout, mine/tunnel or comb-at
tracker) might be trained in body detection and recovery operations.
This idea prompted an exchange of correspondence between USAIS and
USALWL, which resulted in establishing the Body Recovery Project as a
joint USAIS-USAIUL project. Under the arrangement agreed to by USAIS
and USALWL, the Military Dog Detachment would furnish dogs, trainers
and training facilities, and would conduct the training at Fort Benning.
The UJL would furnish technical assistance and funds for special
training materials. It was alho agreed that a strong effort would be
madl to complete the training and demonstrate feasibility within a
period of four months.

OBJECTIVE.

ofThe primary objective of this project was to determine the feasibility
of training tactical dogs for body detection and recovery. As a
secondary objective, provided that feasibility could be established,
trained body recovery teams were to be made available for deployment.
Dogs trained in this role, when properly used by experienced handlers,
can greatly assist in the recovery of military/civilian casualties
following natural or man-made disasters. Moreover, they can facilitate
military operations by locating battlefield casualties. Specifically,
the taok required of an infantry tactical dog in the Body Recovery role
is to locate human casualtie6 in the aftermath of disasters such as
floods, hurricanes, bombings, tornadoes, earthquakes, avalanches, etc.,
where recovery operation.s are hampered by water, mud, debris, collapsed
buildings and so forth.
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CONCLIZJIONS

I. The training methods and behavioral reinforceumnt techniques
used at the USAIS produced dogs capable of searching for and locating

n. approximating those• •, ~~simulated human casualties under conditin,• 4 zosely prxmtn hs
V that are apt to be encountered i"i the aft~ermath of a ,xm-made natural

disaster.

2. Human casualties were ef-ectivcily simulated for training purposes
by the use of clothing marved with simlated human odor (trair~ing odor).

3. German Shepherd dogs, trained oxiginally as scout dog7/, were
"more anenablo to the training proctdures used in this program, than
were Labrador Retrievers that were oigitnally trained as ararkers. It
is aseumed that the difference may not i'epretsent a brvnd di.ference so
much as a differor.ce in the kind of train!ne to which the dogs had
been subjected before entering this program.

4. The dogs that completed this training program, with their
handlers, constitute body recovery teams with a unique and highly
effective capability for searcning out and locating human casualties
under the most difficult working conditions. Four such teasw are now
available on a stand-by basis for employment in disaster situations.
An additional benefit that may' accrue from the use of body recovery dog
teams in disaster situations may be that the presence of the dogs ¶n
an area may act as a deterrent to would-be looters.

/'yr METHODS AND PROCEDURES

DOGS.

•\.-•.In this program, fifty German Shepherd scout and mine/tunnel dogs

and ten Labrador Retriever combat tracker dogs were evaluated as potential
"candidates for body recovery training. Of the sixty dogs, four German
Shepherds and three labrador Retrievers were selected. Of these seven,
the three Labrador Retrievers were later dropped from the program
because of training deficiencies.

PERSONNEL.
Project personnel consisted of the USAIS Action Officer and four

experienced military dog trainers. Three were scout dog trainers and
applied this experience to search and detect.on techniques. The fourth
"man, a combat tracker dog trainer, instructed the others in basic
tracking techniques necessary during early training. The USALWL Project
Officer provided guidance and frequent consultation, and recognized
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civilian experts were consulted during the course of the work.
IL Additional military personnel were utilized during the interim

evaluation as needed for support purposes. Objective grading of t t
runs during the inter=n evaluation was done by an impartial commiL- uned
officer.

EQUIPMENT.

* Approximately 150 sets of unserviceable fatigue and khaki uniforms,
and 50 sets of new t-shirts and drawers were used as training aids. Six
sheet and foam rubber, military, hand-to-hand combat mannikins were used
in early training to simulate casualties. Two cases of Mason jars
were used for discrimination training. Dog equipment consisted of
Corfam collars, harnesses, 5- and 15-foot leashes, web 25-foot leashes,
and at one point a shock collar witb transmitter. Organic communications
and vehicle support were utilized ci rzq~uird.

TRAINING MATERIAIS.

Experience in Mississippi following Hurricane Camille demonstrated
the need for a solution to the problem of conditioning the dogs to
respond only in the presence of olfactory stimuli associated with a human
casualty. Failing this, dogs might respond to recently worn or dirty
clothing containing secondary cues, or to dead animals or buried food.
This would unacceptably delay recovery operations while such responses
were checked, and would also damage the credibility of the concept.
A number of solutions were attempted and each is discussed below.

The ideal substance for training dogs to detect humsn bodies would
be human cadavers or portions thereof. This is infeasible, however,
due to legal and e#hical considerations. Initially, in the training,
body tissues from dead domestic animals were used. These did not
entirely satisfy the training requirement, however, because it must be.
assumed that the odor of animal tissue differs from human. The problem
was resolved, short of using human cadaver parts, by compounding a mixture
of macerated tissues of laboratory primates with additional chemicals
added to cause iL more closely to resemble the desired odor. This
material proved to be effective, particularly as it decayed in use.
A principal drawback with its use was that the decay rate was quite
rapid under the training conditions. Its odor, even when fresh, was so
unmistakable that the dogs were able to distinguish it from decaying
messhall garbage, commissary meat and dead animals found in a sani.tary
fill. Fifty six-ounce containers were utilized (see Figure 1).

ANDIAL 1EALTh, CARE AND DIET.

The health, care and diet of the dogs were maintained according to
standard military procedures. Since food reinforcement was uaed in the
training, close observation of the dogs' weight was maintained by weekly
weighing.
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SELECTION OF DOGS.

Because the concept of this project involved adding an additional
skill to already-trained dogs, it was unnec.!,ssary to go through the
selection procedures involved with new dogs.

Experience gained in other projects following the standardization
of the USAIS behavioral conditioning technique indicated that ar input
of seren dogs could be expected to produce an output of four. Approximately
equal numbers of German Shepherds and Labrador Retrievers were selected.
It was thought that this would provide an opportunity to compazP the
performance o2 the two breeds. Additionally, it was thought that. the
Labrador Retrieverr might excel at this type of work, since their
primary training had been aa trackers. The Labradors, however, began
at a disadvantage; they had first to become accustomed to the training
methods with which the Shepherds were already familiar. Two Labradors
were rejected early because of their inability to adjust to the training
methods. Tha third Labrador lasted through the tenth week, but was
finally rejected because of its crainer's inability to break ýhe dog
of tracking.

It was concluded from this brief experience that dogs whose primary
training has been as trackers may be unsuitable for this work.
Additionally, although there is no objective evidence to prove this,
there is some opinion that thd same single-mindedness that: makes the
Labrador excel at a single task may make it unsuitable for training in
multiple tasks.

TRAINING.

Dog/Handler Relationship. Since all the doge were fully trained
military working dogs and the trainers were familiar with the dogs on
an individual basis, it was unnecessary to schedule a preliminary "get-acquainted" period.

Obedience. Military on- and off-leash obedience training was
conducted daily.

Conditioning. In anticipation that future working conditions would
place unusual demands on the dog's stamina and endurance, particularly
on their feet (working in rough terrain, including deep mud as well
as in debris, broken glass, etc.) , a rigorous conditioning schedule was
established. This included daily marches as long as ten miles over
hard-surface roads, runs of one to three miles, and running the
confidence course twice daily. Because it was initially thought
that possible injury to the dogs' feet by debris, as well as working
in deep mud, might present significant problems, staDdard military dog
boots were procured and tried for protection of the dog's feet. These
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boots proved to be unsuitable-. Considerable effort was then expended in
attempting to manufacture dog boots, but without success. As it turned
out, however, tha dogs experienced nu difficulty with thafi feet in
working in the mout difficult environments. Figure 2 illustrates a
typical search en-virorarput in which these dogs were trained to work.

Scheduliug of Tasks. The training schedule outlined below was

established and adhlzed to throughout the project:

Period Activity

21-25 Avg Selection of personnel and dogs

28 Aug - 8 Sep Fiee-feeding phase

11-22 Sep Food reinforcement conditioning
Basic open field work
Basic secoy finding
Basic tracking exercises
Basic debris training

25-29 Sep intermediate open field work
intermediate tracking
Intermediate decoy finding
Intermediate debris training

2-10 Oct Discrimination training

11-13 Oct Boot conditioning
Basic mud training 'I
Field exercises

16-Z0 Oct Boot conditioning
Dcbris training (sanitary fill)

24-27 Oct Debris training (salvage yard)
Mud tr;.ining (to 6 inches)

30 Oct - • Nov Mud training (to 12 inches)

6-12 Nov Advanced mud and water training (tv 30 inches)

13-17 Nov Building search

20-22 Nov Building search (collapsed)

27 Nov - 1 Dec Advanced builuing search

4-8 Dec Full field problems (all tasks)

.A
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Period Activi Vy

11-15 Doc Continuing full field problemm
Lost person search

16 Dec - 2 Jan Holiday

3-12 Ja" Recondition dogs

15-31 Jan Evaluation.

Free-Feeding Phase. The free-feeding phase was tnitiateA 1y

astablishing a weight chart for each dog. Accurate records were kept
of food consumption. The d.gs were weighed at the beginning of each
work day and then were given access to as much food as they could eat.
They were fed et the start and erd of each day. On the first day
eai.h dog received two cans of dog food (one cowmercial, one horsemeat)
and or&G-hal' can of military stress diet (MSL). If the entire amount
of food was eaten on the first day, it was increased on the second
day, and thereafter, until food was fouzd left in the feed pan two
hours after feeding. Food consumption was recorded after each meal.

Exercise was Limited to twice daily during the free-feeding phase.
Each period consisted of walking the dog for thirty minutes (fifteen-
minute walk, ten-minute rest, fifteen-minute walk). Exercise and feeding
were not, and should not, be done by the same person. Petting and
praise, or any actions designed to establish a social relationship
between dog and handler, mast not take place during this period.

Food Reinforcement Conditioning. This period consisted of
introducing the Labradors to the food reinforcement technique and
refreshing the scout dogs. The procedure that has now become standard
at Fort Benning uas used. This method, although relatively new to
military dog training, has long been used by animal behaviorists.
In this method, the animal is conditioned to associate the appearance
of food with a particular behavior such as the performance of a task
or a response to a particular object or odor. The dog quickly learns
that it earns food when it works, Failure to perform a given task
correctly during a training session does not result In physicLl punishment,
but only in withholding of food. This may seem overly simple, but since
food is a most important motivator to the dog, the metnod is eff£etive.
Food reinforcement is most effectively used in training military dogs
which must perform a variety of tasks, or where the task to be performed
is quite difficult and apparently foreign to any special hereditary
predisposition. Wo categories of food are normally used in the Fort
Benning training procedure:

1. .Training Food. This is the food given the dogs as
reinforcevent for correct perforraa4ce. A couas rcially-prepared soft-
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moist dog food in the form of cubes or large pellets is used, The
cubes muat be easily handled and must not crumble when htndled. Each
handler requires one to two pounds of training food for his dog each
training day.

2. Goal Food. Goal food is given after the last work session
if the dog has performed well. For this purpose, a commercially-

*. prapared, meat-based canned dog food which is especially appetizing to
the dogs is used. At the completion of the last work session of the
day, the dog is given the remainder (if any) of its prescribed daily
ration of training food plus the goal food. If a dog has not performed
well that day, it receives no goal food. The dogs quickly learn that

* they must perform well each day in o•eder to earn their goal food. An
* " important principle to observe in u3ing food reinforcement is that the

dog receives only the food that it earns. On non-working days all
dogs receive a basic diet (free food).

Training Pone. Although not essential, the use of training pans
facilitates the introduction of food reinforcement by isolating
each team during a work session and by reducing the amount of training
area required. There should be one pen per five teams in tratning;
when necessary, as many as ten teams can work with one pen, but the
number of trials per team will then be reduced. Each pen should Ze
constructed of fence post material and 48-inch chicken wire. Dimensions

* should be ten feet wide by twenty to thirty feet long. One end shoLld
have a simple gate in it. If pens are unavailable, early conditioning
must be performed with the dogs on leaih.

The Reinforcer Word - GOOD. The word GOOD ip used throughout
training as a secondary reinforcer to inform the dog that it has performed
an expected task properly and/or that food is about to appear. The
word GOOD receives its reinforcing properties by being paired with the
presentation of food, the primary reinforcer.

Conditioning of GOOD. Each handler wears his feed bag filled with
training food. The feed bag is worn at the waist, in front of or on
the right side. The handler takes his dog into the training pen, closes
the gate, and removes his dog's leash. The dog then is allowed to roam
about the pen for a few minutes to accustom itself to its surroundings.
The handler than begins the conditioning to GOOD.

Step 1. Whenever the dog is near the handler, and especially
if it is-looking at him, the handler says GOOD; one-half second later
he takes a iube of food from his bag and pleces it in his dog's mouth
(see Figure 3). Correct timing is essential during this and all subsequent
stages of conditioning. The procedure must always be: GOOD; one-half
second pause, appearance of food. The handler must not give the dog
any cueing signals, such as reaching toward the fea.d bag or bending over
before the word GOOD is completed. Thic procedure is continued for
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several trials, until the dog starts watching its handler and waiting
for food, or otherwise exhibits what is termed "begging behvior."

Step 2. The handler waits until his dog looks or moves away
from him before saying GOOD, followed one-half second later by food as

If before. When the handler is sure his dog is responding to GOOD and not
S other signals, such as various body movemen,'s, he can begin "shaping"

his dog's responses. Conditioning of GOOD is considered complete
when the handler can "shape" the dog to move away from him with the
word GOOD. Training time for the average dog is five to six trials,

if each lasting ten to fifteen minutes.

Exercise in Shaping Procedure.

Step 1. To shape the dog's behavior into a certain response,
such as moving away from the handler, the trainer says GOOD whenever
his dog looks away from him until the dog repeats "looking away"
consistently.

Step 2. The trainer waits until his dog makes a slight move

away from him before saying GOOD, and continues this until the dog
repeats "starting to move away."

Step 3. The handler waits until his dog takes a step away,then several steps, or until the dog moves four or five feet each time,P before saying GOOD and having the dog return for food.

Step . When the dog repeats '"mving away," the handler may
wait to say GOOD until the dog moves in a desired direction. The
instructor must insure that the handler does not expect too much of
his dog at one time. The handler may have to wait a long time for his
dog to go accidentally to the right spot in the pen. He will have to
wait again to get his dog to go continuously to that spot, and he
must expect only slow results. During this phase of training some dogs
will become confused, and many will constantly hesitate until they are
sure they are performing the correct action. Many handlers will also
become impatient or discouraged during this period, especially if they
see other handlers' dogs progressing faster than their own. The
instructors must constantly remind the handlers that each dog progresses
at its own pace and encourage them to be patient. If a handler becomes
disgusted or loses his temper, any benefit from the day's training may
be lost.

Steps 5 and 6. One good technique for getting the dog to move
to a certain spot in the pen is to "divide" the pen into progressively
smaller sections. The handler should stand in the center of the pen.
He may then reinforce his dog only when it is in that half of 'he pen
to his front. Next, he may reinforce his dog only when it is in one
quadrant, and so forth, until the dog continuously moves in only one
direction. The handler constantly withholds reinforcement until his
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dog gets a little closer to the desired spot, and expects a little more
each time. Once the handler has his dog going to a particular spot,
he must raver reinforce his dog for doing less, such as going only
halfway to the spo,. Training time for the average dog is two or
three ten- to fifteen-minute sessions.

Basic Training. During this period, the dogs were worked in opan
fields and light woods. Human decoys were used to simulate bodies.
Initially they were mostly exposed, then partially concealed. The dogs
were required to locate the decoys using the quartering technique, and
sit near them. This caused some minor problems with the scout dogs,
since it was necessary to overcome their previous conditioning not to
approach human target3.

Concurrently with decoy finding, the dogs were wurked on short, simple
tracking problems, whereby a decoy made an obvious track and then lay
down and hid to simulate a body.

The above training was intended to accomplish three primary objectives:
Informing the dogs that their new task was finding motionless humans;
teaching the scout dogs to work on ground scent as well as airborne
scent; teaching the tracker dogs to work also on airborne scent. This
third task proved too difficult to achieve in the allotted timespan.

Standard quartering search technique was used before the primate
training material was available. This technique involves giving the team
a roughly rectangular area to search. The handler works his dog into
the wind in a zigzag pattern (see Figure 4). This pattern gives over-
lapping coverage of the area, using the wind to the best advantage.

After the primate training material was available, it was discovered
that, due to the strength of its odor, the standard quartering technique
could not be used. With any wind present, the dogs usualiy picked up
the scent very quickly and worked toward it rather than following a
quartering pattern. If more than one target was emplaced, the several
scent cones apparently appeared as one to the dogs. This problem was
eliminated by reversing the pattern and working with the wind, starting
on the upwind side of the search area.

Dtn•ies. During this period dummies were introduced to replace the
human decoys. These were issue hand-to-hand combat dummies made of
molded sheet rubber filled with foam rubber (see Figure 5). Recently-
worn articles of underwear and fatigue uniforms were placed on the
dummies, which were hidden in the same manner as the human decoys. As
training progressed to the stage of using programnwmd positive ond
unprogismed negative targets,* the dogs' performance indicated that
the rubber small was masking the human odor, so that the dogs had

* Programmed positive targets were targets with training odor associated
with them; unprogrammed negative targets were without training odor.
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P difficulty in distinguishing positive and negative targets at a
distance. When training odor was used with the dummies, they quickly
became contaminated and could no longer be used.

Inter mediate Training. Early intermediate training consisted of
a continuation of open field work. The targets were now well concealed
and some were hidden in light debris such as scrap lumbar, tires, etc.

Discrimination Training. A standard scent discrimination method was
used with the training odor. Initially, a container of the substance
was placed in a training pen in plain sight; the dogs were taught to go
to the container and sit, utilizing the procedure known as shaping. In
this procedure, initially any random move the dog makes in the direction
of the container with that training odor is reinforced by a food pellet
and the word GOOD. After a few reinforcements of this first tentative
movement in the desired direction, the dog must make a more definitive

K movement toward the odor source before reinforcemant is given. Before
long the dog moves directly to the odor source and then it may be
reinforced only when ii; sits near the container. It namt is a simple
matter to conceal the container in gradual steps so that the dog eventually
locates the odor source by small only.

When the dog shows by its behavior that it recognizes the 'training
odor source as the proper stimulus to make a sit response, it should then
be ?resented with a choice situation. Empty containers, or containers
with other odors (negative stimulus), together with one container contain-
ing the proper odor (positive stimulus), are arranged in such a way that.
the dog can readily examine each one. The dog is reinforced with food
and the word GOOD only when it responds to the positive contafner. Next,
scraps of clothing, some marked with training odor (positive), and others
unmarked (negative), are substituted for the containers ia the discrimina-
tion array until the dog responds only to the positive scraps.

I
In shaping, and discrimination training in general, correct and precise

timing of reinforcement is extremely important. A dog is easily confusedby poorly timed reinforcement, and much ti~ma can be wasted if this factor
is not taken into account.

Debris Training. Considerable time was spent training in various types
of debris, to simulate the aftermath of hurricanes, tornadoes, bombings,
earthquakes, and floods. For the present purpose, debri, wcs classified
as inorganic and organic. iTorgang c debris is that which Is composed
primarily of items other than human residue, dead animals or foodstuffs
(cars, lumber, tires, furniture, etc.). Organic debris contains or consists
of human residue, dead animals and foodstuffs, such as would be found in
a sanitary fill or town dump. Training was conducted mainly in the Property
Disposal Salvage Yard and at one of the sanitary fills (see Figure 6).

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i "-- _ _ _ i_-_......_ _
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In early debris training, first decoys and then programmed dummies
were partially concealed under debris found in the woods (windfalls,
brushpiles, discarded junk). This accustomed the dogs to searching such
areas for targets. Dummies, and later positive and negative fatigue
scraps were concealed at the salvage yard in Junk autos, junk piles, old
tires, etc. When concealing fatigue scraps, a small portirn was usually
left exposed. This was intended to direct the dogs' attention to it by
simulating an exposed piece of clothing on a human casualty buried in
the rubble.

When working in the sanitary fills, positive and negative targets
were concealed under or in a variety of trash and debris, often near
collections of food scraps, dcad animals and other decaying organic
material. This training simulated the environment of a disaLter area some
time after the disaster. It proved an excellent test of the dogs' ability
to distinguish the target odor from the numerous other strong odors
present.

Mud Trainina. Training in mud and water was conducted to simulate the
aftermath of a hurricane or flood, while the water is still receding. Most
mud training was conducted along the Uchee Creek. Again, first dummies

Sand later clothg scraps were concealed along the banks, in .the mud
and sand at the shoreline, and in the creek under Ps much as Pix inches
of water. As in other training a portion of the target was usually left
exposed. Along the shore and in the water, targets were buried under
varying depths of mud and water and the mud was compacted to varying
degrees, to test the permeation of the substance odor (see Figures 7 and 8).

In early November, training was conducted at the fish hatcheries at
Aubunt University, Alabama. Arrangements had been made to use a one-
acre pond at the hatchery. The pond had been out of use for several years,
and the water was stagnant. When drained the pond bottom was found to
consist of mud as deep as 36 inches. This provided excellent training to
simulate the aftermath of flooding. Targets were planted in the mud at
depths of ona to thirty inches, beneath a layer of water one to twelve
inches deep. A problem developed at Auburn which, at the time, was
thought to be minor, but subsequently had an impact on the entire training
procedure. It was observed that the dogs did not want to sit in deep mud
or water at the targets. The decision was made to eliminate the sit
response and to rely on handler judgment based on his observation of the
dog's behavior, to determine positive, negative and false-positive
Le-SaPjJU . &uim approach worked well at Auburn and for a while after
returning to Fort Benning. Eventually, however, it was necessary to
revert to the sit response (see Training Problems and Lessons Learned).

Advanced Training. Advanced training involved the most difficult
search environments in three of the objective areas (field and woods,
debris, and mud/water), plus building search training. This last had to
be delayed until buildings that could be destroyed became available, since
this training required collapsed buildings to simulate disaster aftermaths.
Targets were hidden outside and inside the building rubble.

I
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TI4TERIM EVALUATION

An in-house performance evaluation was conducted toward the end of the
training period to determine the dogs' state of proficiency, to identify
problem areas and to develop employment techniques. A series of five
tests was designed to simulate most potential working environments:

Test I. Inorganic debris (salvage yard).
Test II. Woods and fields.
Test III. Organic dv.bris (sanitnry/ fill).
Test IV. Mud and water.
Test V. Building search.

TEST 1. INORG&NIC ,DEBRIS.

This test was conducted in the property disposal salvage yard. The
test area was a fenced section approximately 75. meters by 150 meters
containing about 60 wrecked autos and trucks and three large Junk piles.
The junk piles, ranging in size from 5 meters by 10 meters to 8 meters
by 20 meters, and two to four meters high, consisted of furniture, lumber,
training aiGs, wire and miscellaneous inorganic junk. The area was
relatively free of recent human contamination. The test was conducted
in two phases, one in the auto section and one in the junk piles. In
each section, ti ee positive and three negative targets were emplaced by
non-project personnel, taking care to leave a minimum of secondary cues.
All four dogs were run on the same targets. The results are shown
in Figure 9.

TEST I., WOODS AND FIELDS.

This test was conducted in the 'X" training area, in the southwest
corner of the reservation. The test area was approximately 500 meters
by 600 meters. The terrain was relatively level, containing small
clearings, medium to heavy brush, tall grass and light woods. The area
abounded in game trails and sign. Four lanes were set; non-project
personnel planted three positive and three negative targets on each
lane in the ground, with from 50 to 95 percent concealment. The results
are presented in Figure 10.

TEST I11, ORGANIC DEBRIS.

This test was conducted in the Sand Hill sanitary fill. The test
area was a red clay plateau approximately 400 by 400 meters, with a
10 to 30 meter wide belt of inorganic and organic debris (see Figure 11).
A 50 by 50 meter pile of organic trash was located near one end. At
the bottom of one embankment was a pile of long-dead game. Both the
trash pile and the dead animals produced extremely strong odors. Ten
positive targets were emplaced, two per dog in the main debris belt, one
in the trash pile -nd one in the middle of the scent cone from the dead

I INON"
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animals. While the first lanes were being :rn, a dump truck arrived and
dumped its load on the trash pile burying the target in that area umder
three feet of trash. Although a new target wao then emplaced, all four
dogs gave strong responses in the area of the first target; additionally,
they gave false positive responses to an unknown stimulus at the other
end of the pile. The results of Test III are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

TST TV. MUD AND WATR.

This test was conducted along the Uchee Creek. Due to a lack of
accessible areas, the test was confined to a 150 meter stretch of
shoreline. The creek was shallow at this point, with a sandbar along the
near shore (see Viguee 13). The turrent was about five mimes per hour.
The beach, about ten meters wide, was mostly wet sand of a near-quicksand
consistency. Two lanez. of three positive and one negative targets each
were emplaced along the shore, one per two dogs. All but one of the
targets were placed within one foot of either side of the waterline, under
as much as two inches of water, except for the last target. The last
target was emplaced in an eddy pool under one foot of muddy water. The
results are shown in Figure 13.

TEST V. BUILDING SEARCH.

This test was conducted on the site of an old wooden target building.
The building measured 25 by 75 feet. The dogs at this time hdd recei-ied
no training in building search. The building was destroyed on the
morning of the test. Four positive and four negative targets were planted
"in and around the building rubble. The results are shown ir. Figure 14."

TRAINING PROBLEMS AND IESSONS IEARNED

ii. This section discusses significant training problems encountered and
lessons learned vhich may be of value in any future training of body
recovery dogs.

TRAVlING ODOR.

The selection of a suitable training odor was the single most important
factor. During the project, training stimuli that were used included
human decoys, domestic animal tissues, rubber dummies, clothing with
human odor, and clothing with artificial training odor. Switching from
one substance to another is confusing to the dogs and unproductive. It
delays training while the dogs are being conditioned to the new odor.

USE OF WIND.

Several standard scouting techniques that involva using the wind had
to be abAndoned or modified. The usual practice if, always to work into
the wind. Attempts to work body recovery dogs with quartering technique
showed that under mst conditions the dogs should work with the wind.

Ar--e• _ . . . • .. ,.. . . . .=• L . ==- . . .• . .. . = ' • ,, . . . . . .•• -•,,"
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Experience in the sanitary fill showed that some conditions might cdll
for working across the prevailing wind, or in a random pattern.
Consequently, the handler must base his search teclhique on the
conditions existing in the area to be worked. Some general guidance
criteriawere established, taking into account the size of tle work
area, wind direction, wind strength, ccndiLion of t[w area, Limespan
between the disaster and the team's arrival and distractions present,

DOG EQUIPMENT.

A variety of standard and experimental military dog equipment was used
while working the dogs, including leather working harnesses; Corfam
collars; leather, nylon, Corfam and web leashes in five-, fifteen- and
twenty-five-foot lengths; and a shock collar with transmitter.

Harness and Collar. The harness is normally worn by all infantry
working dogs when working. Changeover to the harness from the collar informs
the dog that it is time to work. The harness givea the handler more
physical control of his dog in critic-l situations than the collar; it
also gives the dog more freedom of movement, and in most working environ-
ments, is less likely to catch on obstacles. In environments such as
water and builditig debris, however, the collar was found to be more
snag-free. During building training, it was found that where there is
extensive heavy debris, with nails and other sharp objects protruding,
even the collar would snag. In these situations the dogs were worked
with no equipment on; this did not seem to affect their performanc
any way.

Leashes. Under various conditions, the dogs were worked with t

five-, fifteen- and twenty-five-foot leashes and off-leash. Off-1
employment is preferable in most circumstances because it allows t.
more freedom to work and enables it to cover a much wider area. T1.

leash is used under the following conditions: During training when
dog is not obeying its handler off-leash; where the work area is smaj.
and/or restricted by debris or obstacles; when there is danger of the a,
falling into a hole or other hidden trap in the debris; when many people
are present; when noisy equipment or other distractions excite the dog;
when lack of wind or variable winds cause the dog to work aimlessly.

Shock Collar. A commercial shock collar was used with one of the
dogs that was dificult iLo control off-leash. Under the supervision of
the Chief Instrnctor, the dog was worked several times with the shock
collar. Close supervision is required with a shock collar, since
improper use by inexperienced personnel can adversely affect the dog's
performaiice. After being shocked several times for disobedient behavior,
the dog began to work properly off-leash. Then, during a stake-out period
between trials, the dog began jumping and crying, as if shocked, for no
apparent reason. Investigation showed that the transmitter had been left
next to a radio transmitter, which was set on 41.65 MHz. Every time the
radio handset was keyed for transmission, it activated the shock collar
transmitter. It was feared that this would havc an adverse effect on the
dog's state of training, but fortunately this was not the case.
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SIT RESPONSE.

When an attempt was made to substitute handlers' observations of
their dogs' behavior as a basis for judging target detection, in place
of requiring the dogs to respond to a target by sitting, two factors
became obvious. The handlers were not able consistently to judge their
dogs' behavior accurately enough to know when to reinforce with food, and
this tended to confuse the dogs with resulting decrease in proficiency.
This resulted in poor performance and an excessive number of false
positive responses during Tests I and II. Te,.-ing was suspended while
the handlcrs spent several days on basic discrimination and sit response
reinforcement until the problem was corrected. This experience emphasized
the fact that the sit response provides dog handlers with an unmistakable
signal that their dogs have located the stimulus they were trained to
detect. Although handler judgment is important, and is especially necessary
in training, judgment is not always reliable under the stress of operational
conditions.

EMPLOYMENT IN MUD AND WATR.

Two distinct primary search areas can be defined within a flood
disaster area, depending on the state of flooding:

(1) Water Standing or Rising. Where the water level is constant
or rising, the primary search area is in the water, bounded by a line
at which the combined mud/water depth is six inches to a line where
it is fourteen inches (see Figure 15).

(2) Water Receding. In this case the primary search area will move
with the water. It will be a zone between the lines where the mud or
mud/water is six inches deep to where it is fourteen inches deep (see
Figure 16).

Six inches is considered the minimum depth of mud and/or water which
can conceal a human casualty. Fourteen inches is the depth where the
water reaches the chest of the average dog. Beyond this depth the dog
will flounder or try to plunge or swim.

FINAL EVALUATION

In the final evaluation three tests were designed to demonstrate
operational readiness.

TST I. Debris.
TEST II. Open Field.
TEST II. Building Search.

-EST 1, DEBRIS.

This test was cL.Luted using the Sand Hill sanitary fill (see Figure
17). The test area consisted of a red clay plateau about 700 meters by
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by 400 meters bounded by embankments on three sides. At three corners
were gullies with deep washed-out areas. Ar the edges of the plateau
were three distinct belts of debris, from ten to fifty meters wide. The
largest belt contained dead trees and brush, piled as much as twenty
"feet high. Adjacent to this was a belt of mainly inorganic wooden debris,
with some organic trash. The third l•It was mainly inorganic concrete,
metal and plastic materials. Near one end of the plateau was a trash
pile about 15 meters in diameter and one to two meters high, containing
fresh orga~n' trash. Twenty positive targets were umplaced a nund the
perimeter, 'n four five-target lanes. The targets, emplaced out four
hours before the test, were totally concealed in locations that required
the dogs to negotiate obstacles. The results are shown in Figure 17.
The trash pile provided the most significant demonstration of the dogs'
ability to discrimiiate the target odor from other strong odors. In
the center of the pile was a large quantity of hospital trash, includ.ag
used bandages, sheets and miscellaneous materials. A target containing
"about two ounces of training odor was buried twelve inches deep in the
center of this mass. The behavior of one dog in particular in this situa-
tion is worth noting. When the dog reached the trash pile, it investigated
the area "for fully fifteen minutes. Several times it stopped, as if to
consider the situation, started to sit, but theu changed its mind. After
much encouragement from its handler, the dog finally dug down to the
target and dragged it out with its teeth before sitting.

rEST II, OPEN FIELD.

SThe test area consisted of a flat, open field about 400 meters by
500 ia.ters, covered with grass and weeds one to three feet high, with
occasional dense briar or brush patches. Four three-target lanes were
emplaced approximately sixteen hours before the test. The results are
shown in Figure 18.

TEST III, BUILDING SEARCH.

The test area consisted of about twenty condemned, demolished and
partly-demolished World War II wooden barracks and office buildings.
All of thu buildings and foundationE contained large quantities of
inorganic debris. Four four-target lanes were emplaced approximately
sixteen hours prior to the teat (see Figure 19). The results of this
test were particularly significant in that it was conducted in a moderate
to extremely heavy rainfall. The test had to be cancelled after the
third tar-t of the fourth run, when the rain became too heavy to continue.
Despite the rain, all four dogs worked exceptionally well. The results
are summ-arized in Figure 19. Figures 20 and 21 show dogs searching through
building debris.
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S'UMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

The results of all test&, including the interim and final evaluations,
a.-e summArized in Table 1.

TABLE I.
RESULTS OF ALL TESTS.

False-
No. No. Percent Positive

Dog Targets Found Found Alerts

Cricket 32 32 100 2

Heidi 32 29 91 5

Joe 32 28 88 4

Wolf 32 29 91 6

TOTAL 128 118 92 17

It can be seen from the table that the performance of the four dogs
tested ranged from 88 percent to 100 percent of targets located, with
an average of 92 percent.

,1
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APPENDIX

TIM SELECTION OF DOGS FOR USE AS
MILITARY WORKING DOGS

Criteria Employed by the Armed Forces**41 Behavioral considerations that are particularly important in the
training and utilization of military working dogs will be discussed
briefly here. In the Body Recovery Dog project, standard military

selection criteria, unless otherwise noted, were used in selecting dogs.
Many factors influence the behavior of a military working dog and must
be taken into account in selecting dogs for military use. These
factors include hereditary and environmental influences. The behavioral
characteristics that are essential in a militaxy working dog are discussed
below in terms of sensitivity, energy, aggressiveness, intelligence eli
willingness.

Sensitivity. The term "sensitivity" refers to the type and degree

of response a dog shows to a certain stimulus. The oversensitive dog
may be startled by a stimulus that would evoke only a mild response
from an insensitive dog. The response of the oversensitive dog is often
one of shyness or fright; the insensitive dog responding to the same
stimulus might merely turn its head or show no response at all.
Sensitivity of sound and touch are completely independent of one
another. For this reason, the sound of a gun may actually hurt a dog's
ears and yet a slap with the hand may not bother it. In selecting a
dog team, the characteristics of the handler should be matched with the
sensitivity of the dog. Certain men lack the proper range or tone of
voice and are unable to appeal to a dog successfully through its hearing.
However, these same man may be excellent in handling a dog manually because
of a certain fitness in muscular control and coordination. There should
be no difficulty in rating a dog's response to stimuli, and, from a
practical standpoint, this rating becomes helpful. The handler can
form a definite opinion about the response his dog shows toward the
stimuli of sound and touch during normal day-to-day contact with the
dog.

"a. Oversensitive dogs. If the dog reacts excessively to a given
a stimulus, it may be oversensitive. An oversensitive dog is so handicapped

that it is not likely to demonstrate its intelligence in a usable form.
A dog which is oversensitive to either sound or touch, or both, is
difficult to train and is usually considered unreliable. A dog that is
oversensitive i.o sound may bolt at the sound of a gunshot. A dog that
is oversensitive to touch may lie down and shake all over, as if frightened,
when it is petted.

-*Extracted from FM 20-20, Basic Training and Care of Military Dogs, 1IQ,
Department of the Army, July 1972.
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b. Insensitive dogs. A dog that is insensitive to both sound and
touch is difficult to train. A dog that is insensitive to sound may not
react at all when the stern admonition NO is used. If it is insensitive
to touch, it may not react at all when the handler pets it. A dog
insensitive to either sound or touch, but not to both, can be instructed
readily enough if the handler uses the correct approach. In such a
case, the handler uses either his voil-e or his hand, whichever is
appropriate.

c. Moderately sensitive dogs. A moderately sensitive dog is somewhat
sensitive to both sound and touch. With proper trainin;, this dog responds
willingly to hand gestures and vocal commands. It is trustworthy, willing,
and ready to obey the given commands. The wisdom with which this dog is
handled is the deciding factor in how well it performs. Properly trained,
this dog is the ideal military dog.

Energ y Dogs differ not only in their degree of sensitivity but
also in the degree of energy thLy show. A dog's behavior with regard
to energy is quite evident. ThL term "energy," as used here, refers to
the degree of spontaneous activity of the dog -- the speed and extent
of its movements in general, not in response to any certain command. Dogs
differ widely in the degree of spontaneous activity exhibited, and the
task of rating them is easier in this respect than that of rating for
other functional traits. Different dogs show two extreme degrees of
energy -- one dog is the shiftless, lazy animal which shows no energy
whatever unless required; the other is the animal that seems eager to
move, wants to be active, and seems to be always on the go. Above-
average energy is not particularly necessary for military purposes, but
a dog that possesses this trait can be trained to control some of its
extra energy. A dog that shows little or no energy is difficult to
train and should not be accepted for duty.

AL.gressi-ieness. A dog that is energetic is not necessarily aggressive.
There are three general degrees: overaggressive, unaggressive, and
moderately aggressive. Each dog must be classified for aggressiveness
to determine what action is necessary to decrease its aggressiveness,
increase it, or perhaps maintain it at a constant level.

a. Overaggressive dog. When an overaggressive dog sights a decoy,
it usually becomes greatly excited, lunges at the end of xtu leash, and
continues to lunge after the decoy disappears. Caution must be exercised
while working with an overaggressive dog because it may attempt to b..C
anyone within reach during a period of excitement. Training procedures
ire designed to control, rather than arouse, the overaggressive dog.

b. Unaggressive dog. This animal reacts negatively to the approach
of a decoy. It may stand still, wag its tail, throw itself on the ground,
or try to run away from the decoy. Training procedures consist of
exercises which terdto develop confidence and courage in the unaggressive
dog.
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c. Mode._tney aggressive dog. The ideal military dog is moderately

aggressive. g moderately aggressive dog is the easiest to train. Upon
seeing a decoy it becomes alert, shows suspicion of the decoy, and exhibits
an eagerness to mvo" toward the decoy. The majority of German Shepherd
dogs fall into the moderately aggressive category, and normal training
procedures are La.ed upon this type of aggressiveness. It is, however,
necessary to make fine distinctions as to the degree of '"moderateness"
necessary for a particular task. In this case, the dog must be "aggressive"
in that it is bold %nouhi to overcome extremely difficult working environ-
ments while doing its job, yet "unaggressive" in that it will tolerate
working among large numbers of strange humans. The same distinctions may
be made regarding sensiij.xrity.

Intelligence. Genr~rety, intelligence is the trait most closely
related to a dog's suci-e.ss in training for work. Among the lower animals,
the dog is rated as highiy intelligent. A dog can be taught to respond
correctly to a large number of spoken wards. Oaly a few words are
needed under ordinary working coLditions, but some dogs have been known
to respond to over 100 oral commr-nds. A dog's rating for intelligence
is based-upon its ability to retain avnd use what it has learned. A
dog can be rated high in intellisence if it is unusually capable of
profiting by experience. A highly irstelligent dog may be successful
only when working with a handler who pleases it. With another handler,
it may be unwilling and give the appearance of being stupid.

Willingness.

a. This term is an arbitrary one used to refer to the dog's reaction
to the commands given by the handler. It applies to the way the dog
responds to a command and to j.ts apparent cheerfulness and acceptance in
learning new duties. The dog may make the correct response to a command,
or it may make same other respots,;. In either case, if it makes an
enthusiastic attempt, it is considered willing,

b. A dog is ranked high )-n willingness if it continuously responds
to a given command in an effort to fulfill it, even though reward or

a correction is not imaiedik.te. Whether the dog possesses the required
intelligence and physical strength, or whether it succeeds or fails, is
not considered in determining willingness.

c. If the handler must constantly coax his dog along or admonish
it before the dog works satisfactorily, it is considered an unwilling
worker. A great number of dogs are perfectly capable of executing the
required movements but are strongly inclined not to do so. An
unwilling dog may appear to make a distinction between work and play,
and may take great pleasure in retrieving, search for objects, and in
taking jumps. The same dog may at times go to its handler spontaneously
and apparently suggest a romp which may include any of the mentioned acts.
When this situation is reversed and tne handler initiates the activity,
the dog, if unwilling, may seem to have forgotten all it ever knew.
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d. A dog's willingness can be advanced or retarded by its handler.
Improper handling may make a dog less willing at one time than at another
time. For example, if the handler lacks patience, the dog may work
willingly during the first few minutes of a training period, but
unwillingly during the remainder of the period.

e. Unwillingness can be confused with a lack of intelligence or with
lack of sensitivity. If the correct approach is not used, a dog that is
insensitive to either sound or touch may appear to behave unwillingly to
the commands and motivation given by the handler.
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